The B-M-B
UTILITY
POST
HOLE
DIGGER

Gear box shown and used is standard Ford or Ferguson belt pulley. Digger is sold as complete unit or less belt pulley.

Raise Auger Without Turning!
The Pat. Pend. release clutch is what post hole diggers have always needed. It enables the operator to stop the auger from turning while raising or lowering. It eliminates getting auger stuck when encountering an obstruction or trying to screw into tough soil. By raising auger from hole without turning, it does not tear hole down requiring unnecessary hand labor to clean the hole.

So Quickly Attached . . . . . . . !
Attaches to Ford or Ferguson tractor in about the same time it takes to attach plows, cultivators, etc.

Dig -- Clean -- Deep -- Holes . . . !
The scientifically designed auger flight quickly raises the dirt out of the hole. Built-on sweep moves loose dirt away from the edge of the hole.

Dig Where Others Can't . . . . . . !
The B-M-B Utility Digger literally digs anywhere. Due to the special screw type auger bit and knife, which are made from the finest grade spring steel, nickel welded.

One Man Operated . . . . . . . . . !
Yes, only one man needed to operate this quality engineered post hole digger. Simple as driving a tractor. No jockeying for position as auger is automatically aimed to dig a clean straight hole.

A HOLE A MINUTE . . . . . . . . . !
Yes, under ordinary conditions you can dig from 400 to 600 holes per day—nice clean holes, 40" deep.

LOW PRICED TOO! — — — — —


Don't Delay! Order Today From

B-M-B Company, Inc.

319-21 NEW YORK AVENUE • HOLTON, KAS. • PH. 13

Or See Your Local Dealer.
For Transporting
Operator need not leave the tractor seat — simply move the operating lever forward — moving auger rearward and high enough for crossing ditches and going to and from work.

LOW COST!

Ready To Dig
Upon reaching the job, release the operating lever — Then the spring loaded device automatically brings auger to proper starting position.

FAST RETURN!
A HOLE A MINUTE!

Rising from Hole
— Operator disengages release clutch and raises auger from hole without turning, leaving a nice clean hole.

Don't Delay! Order Today From

B M B Company, Inc.
319-21 NEW YORK AVENUE • HOLTON, KAS. • PH. 13
Or See Your Local Dealer

RUGGED!
BUILT TO LAST!